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The “average structures" of a single ring polymer with the trefoil knot is studied by Brownian dynam-
ics simulations. In the previous study of knotted ring polymers， the dependences of various physical 
quantities on polymer length suggest that the localization of knotted parts of the ring polymer occurs for 
long polymer length.l1， 2]This localization-delocalization transition is considered to co町espondto the 
change of the structure of the ring polymer from a “uniform" state for short polymer length， where the 
knotted parts is expanded widely along the ring polymer， toa “phase segregated" state for long polymer 
length， where the knotted parts is localized to a parts of the ring polymer and the rest of the ring polymer 
behaves like a ring polymer with the trivial knot (Figure 1). The pu叩oseofthis sωdy is to confirm this 
localization of the knotted parts by the analysis of the“average s釘ucture."
2 Model&“Average Structures" 
Brownian dynamics simulations of a bead-spring model of a single ring po切nerwith the excluded vol-
ume chain interaction are performed. In the following， Ri denotes the position ofthe ith segment relative 
to the center of mass of a ring polymer with N segments. The “average struc加re"(AS) is obtained self-
consistently by averaging many s佐山知resobtained from simulations， which are translated但ldrotated to 
be matched to the “average structure.，[3] We use three kinds ofthe matching operations for mth s佐山知re
Ri1 (m = 0γ ・.， M)， where M is. the numb町 of血estructures obtained企om由esimulations. (1) Find 
a translational and rotation叫 transformation冗mwhich minimizes ~!1 (冗m(RT)-RP)2，where
冗m(Rr) denotes the position of the 他 segmenttransformed by冗mand RtS represents the position 
ofthe 他 segmentin由eaverage struc旬re.. (2) Find 'J，之mand a shift number nm (= 0，1，・ ，N-1) 
which minimize L:~1 (Rm(Ri+nm) -RtS)2. (3) Find冗m，ηmand a direction signσm(=士1)which 
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N. 
3 Results & Discussion 
The average structure for operation (1) changes from a double loop structure for small N to a single loop 
structure for large N. The double loop structure orbits the center of mass twice and the single loop orbits 
one onece. This transition corresponds to the localization-delocalization transition mentioned above. In 
this case， the average structure does not preserve the topology ofthe original struc加re.On the other hand， 
the average structures for operations (2) and (3) preserve the topology of the original one. Therefore， 
the average structuresare considered to represent the most probable state of the ring polymer with the 
仕efoilknot. The struc旬reofthe trefoil knot can be regarded as a structure consisting ofthree leaves. For 
the operation (2)， one leafbecomes larger and the others become smaller. For the operation (3)， Leaves 
change as if the largest leaf absorbs the smallest one. 
The localization of knotted parts is clealy comfirmed by the average structure analysis. 
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Figure 2: Average structuers of a ring polmer with the trefoil knot 
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